


Sheila Lang
21 Buckie Walk
Bridge of Don

Aberdeen
AB22 8DF

1st October 2013

Dear Sir / Madam

Public Consultation Document to close Glashieburn and Middleton Park Schools and establish an
amalgamated school within the existing Glashieburn Building

I have 2 children who currently attend Middleton Park Primary. One child in Primary 3 and another
in pre-school nursery. Following my review of the above mentioned document I personally write to
you in order to express my grave concern for the future education of my children should the above
proposals take place.

Having read the document in detail it concerns me greatly that the content contains what can only
be described as inaccuracies, fabricated figures, grammatical errors, contradictions and worst of all a
proposal, which will have no educational benefit to my children.

I have many concerns however the major contributing factor to my dismay is, without doubt, the
space issue. The curriculum for excellence emphasises the need for varied learning and in order to
deliver on this, space is of paramount importance. I ask you, how can the parents of Glashieburn
and Middleton Park be assured that the council can deliver on these standards when under the
proposals the new amalgamated school would give our children the smallest internal space per child
of all the schools in the city. This is not of educational benefit to our children.

I recently attended one of the council’s public meetings at the Jesmond Centre and having been
alarmed by the consultation document I was hoping to be re-assured by the meeting and what the
panel had to say. May I take this opportunity to say I was utterly disgusted and disappointed. It was
crystal clear that the panel were not there to answer questions and on some occasions were
extremely patronising in their response. I personally posed the question...

Q. What changes have the council made to Glashieburn school that have resulted in its suitability
rating changing from a C rating (in the Nursery/Primary School Estate review document presented to
the Education, Culture and Sport Committee in February this year) to a B rating in the above
mentioned document?

Charlie Penman replied by stating

A. The head teachers for each school give the rating but they cannot compare their school with the
others in the city therefore in order to ensure consistency and a fair approach the council review
the head teachers rating based on the standards across the city and amend it to suit.



I replied....

Q. but in that case the council reviewed the rating for the review document and gave Glashieburn a
C and then again around 6 months later they reviewed the rating again and gave Glashieburn a B.
Therefore I asked again what specific changes had the council made to Glashieburn school in order
to change its rating from a C to a B over such a short space of time.

Charlie Penman disappointingly and unprofessionally replied....

A. I don’t know.

How can the parents and pupils of both schools:-

1. Be re-assured by that kind of response.
2. Believe that Glashieburn is now worthy of receiving a B rating and has not just been changed

to help push the proposal through.
3. Trust or have faith in the process.
4. Believe that this will be of education benefit to our children.

May I now take the opportunity to go through the document page for page raising questions,
outlining the issues associated with the proposal and supporting my statements above which bring
the documents credibility and validity into question.

Page 7, Section 1.8, paragraph 2 – Education Scotland’s Report

How will this report be made available?

In what circumstances and at which point would the decision to proceed or not proceed with
amalgamation go to full committee?

Page 7, Section 1.9, paragraph 2 – Involvement of Scottish Ministers

How do individuals request to make representations to the Scottish ministers?

Page 10, Section 2.1, paragraph 11 – Improving the Learning Environment for all Pupils

What improved opportunities will the amalgamated school provide that are different to those
already on offer at Middleton Park and Glashieburn?

Page 11, Section 2.1, Bullet 2 – Improvement in Transitions

Will there be room for 100 nursery children in Burst Primary?

How do the council propose to improve transition between nursery and primary for session 2014
/2015 given next year’s Primary 1’s are currently starting transition within Middleton Park school?



Page 11, Section 2.1, Bullet 3 – Increased pool of resources / greater opportunities

Due to current technology there is no need for children and staff to be crammed together in order to
benefit from the pool of teaching resources. Ideas are already shared between teaching staff within
the Oldmachar ASG. Last week we had the Forehill Nursery teacher spectating in Middleton Park
nursery by way of sharing ideas. This is a primary example of how our ASG schools already benefit
from the pool of teaching resources without the need to be squeezed into one building.

Page 11, Section 2.1, Bullet 5 – Active Schools

How can an amalgamated school provide health through fitness when there is a severe lack of
outdoor space for the numbers of children attending the new school? The February suitability tables
showed Glashieburn external social areas and facilities fall well below those at Middleton Park.

Page 11, Section 2.2, paragraph 1 – Rationale for closing Middleton Park

My understanding is phase 1:- scattering of existing houses within Grandhome would be zoned for
Bucksburn. Phase 2:- Upon building work starting, Grandhome would be re-zoned for Danestone
until Grandhome School built. Phase 3:- Grandhome re-zoned for Grandhome new school in
Grandhome estate. Phase 2 within this report therefore re-zones Grandhome children to Danestone
therefore Middleton Park would not exceed capacity by 2018. If you take Grandhome out of the
equation then there is no need to close Middleton Park as you have removed the very issue
identified as the reason to close the school.

Page 11, Section 2.2, paragraph 2 – The need for change

If a straight forward solution is to increase provision at Middleton Park why can’t we do this to
accommodate Glashieburn children into the Middleton Park site?

Page 11, Section 2.2, paragraph 4 – Alternative solution

Cramming children into an existing building which requires significant upgrades to bring it close to
Middleton Park and not even close to 3r status is not a sensible option.

What are the specific advantages of an amalgamated school in this case?

Page 11, Section 2.2, paragraph 5 – Middleton Park roll

The current roll at Middleton park is high therefore can you explain why the roll would fall once the
Grandhome estate school is built? Surely our roll would at least remain the same?

Page 12, Section 2.3, Bullet 1 – Transformation programme objectives

Unfortunately under these proposals Burst primary will not have a school building fit for the 21st

century.

Page 12, Section 2.3, Bullet 2 – Extracurricular activities

What extra-curricular activities would pupils benefit from in Burst Primary and how different are
they to what we already have at Middleton Park and Glashieburn Schools?



Page 12, Section 2.3, Bullet 3 – Transformation programme objectives

If one of the councils transformation programme objectives is to increase the number of pupils
attending new or refurbished schools then why is Burst primary only having minor internal
alterations? Surely the suitability assessment undertaken illustrates that the school needs so much
more than this to deliver on the above statement.

Page 12, Section 2.3, Bullet 4 – Investment in staff equipment and accommodation

This proposal clearly highlights there will not be the appropriate investment in accommodation for
Burst Primary pupils.

Page 13, Section 2.5.1, paragraph 1 – Curriculum for Excellence

The Local Authority has a duty of care to provide an efficient and suitable education for the children
and young people within their area. In my opinion if these proposals go through the council are not
fulfilling this commitment.

Page 14, Section 2.5.1, paragraph 3 – Transitions

How will this transition occur for Burst Primary?

Page 14, Section 2.5.1, paragraph 4 – Active Learning

How can active learning take place in a school where all free space must be taken up by classrooms
to accommodate the vast numbers of children and whereby there is not enough external space to
accommodate all children?

Page 14, Section 2.5.1, paragraph 6 – Ability to deliver curriculum for excellence.

Your report states that all elements described within Section 2.5.1 mean that the formal classroom
layout of many schools does not lend itself to the implementation of curriculum for excellence as the
buildings and internal configurations were designed to accommodate a very different curriculum. In
this case, how do the council propose to deliver curriculum for excellence in Burst Primary?

Page 15, Section 2.6, paragraph 1 – Financial Considerations

If the main driver for this proposal is not financial then what is the main driver?

Page 16, Section 2.6.3 – Condition and suitability evaluations

As above please clarify:-

1. Why Glashieburns rating has changed from a C to a B.
2. What specific changes have been made to the school since February 2013 to allow this to

happen?



Page 18, Section 3.1.1 – Detailed proposals

Unfortunately this section is unclear and had to be explained at a recent public meeting. It does not
explain that there are 3 phases to Grandhome re-zoning as detailed earlier in my letter. Please
confirm if my understanding is correct.

Page 19, Section 3.1.1 – Maps

Map 1 and Map 2 are scaled differently and are therefore not comparable. Please provide maps of
the same scale in order to allow a comparison and gain an understanding of the changes.

Page 20, Section 3.2a, Bullet 1 – Rationale for proposals

Can you describe how facilities will be improved for all pupils to provide enhanced curricular
opportunities at Burst Primary?

Page 20, Section 3.2a, Bullet 2 – Middleton Park capacity

Middleton Park will not exceed its capacity by 2018 if you remove Grandhome development from
the equation and even then it will only exceed its capacity by 10 children.

How is the projection model configured? It appears city wide school rolls have been wrongly
projected in the past resulting in the need to do this city wide review of all school estates in
Aberdeen.

Page 21, Section 3.2a, Bullet 1 – Grandhome development

This paragraph does not make sense.

Page 21, Section 3.2a, Bullet 4 – Changes to Glashieburn building

Glashieburn does not have sufficient unfilled space to accommodate all pupils from the proposed
catchment area. Using your figures from this report:-

Glashieburn has a P1-P7 roll of 261 (figure taken from 5.1.10 of your report)

Middleton Park has a P1-P7 roll of 168 (figure taken from 5.2.9 of your report)

During a recent public meeting you confirmed there would be a nursery capability for 100 children.
60 morning and 40 afternoon places.

Glashieburn roll (261) + Middleton Park roll (168) + Nursery (100) = 529 – 60 (max number of nursery
children in attendance at any one time) = total roll of 469. New capacity of Glashieburn building is
460 therefore the school will be immediately over capacity.

Furthermore, if no significant changes are going to be made to the Glashieburn Building to
accommodate Middleton Park children – what changes will be made?



Page 21, Section 3.2a, Bullet 5 – Unfilled space projections

Your unfilled space projections do not accurately illustrate the available space within both schools as
the capacity figures include nursery and the projection figures do not. This makes it look like there
would be more unfilled places per school than there would be in reality.

Page 21, Section 3.2b, bullet 2 – Middleton Park exceeding roll by 2018?

According to Page 37 of your report Middleton Park will be over capacity by 10 pupils in 2018
however this is due to the Grandhome Estate. If you take this out of the equation Middleton Park
will not exceed their roll.

Page 21, Section 3.2b, bullet 3 – Middleton Park roll projections

Can you provide roll projections for Middleton Park School (as shown on Page 37 of your report)
which exclude the new Grandhome housing development?

Page 23, Section 4.1, paragraph 2 – Actions should committee approve proposal

Based on the suitability tables for Glashieburn produced in February 2013 Glashieburn was rated a C.
Since then parents and children within Glashieburn school have identified no changes have been
made to the school allowing it to be changed to a B. Can you provide a copy of the detailed overall
rating matrix to illustrate which elements have contributed to the change from C to B.? Paragraph 2
states only minor enabling works are required however for a school with a C rating this would not be
the case.

Page 23, Section 4.1, paragraph 3 – Detailed design of enabling works

Such drawings should have been provided with this report in order to make an informed decision.

The report states that the earliest the new school will open is August 2014. What will happen if
there are delays based on your in statement in paragraph 1 stating it is best to avoid implementing
the creation of a new school during the course of the school year?

Page 23, Section 4.1, paragraph 4 – Communication with parents

How will the implementation strategy be communicated to parents if the proposal is approved?

Page 23, Section 4.2, paragraph 5 – Staff

Does this sentence mean all staff will be transferred from Middleton Park to Burst Primary and
existing Glashieburn staff will also stay on to teach in the new school – what does the word
opportunity mean?



Page 27, Section 5.1.8 – Site plan and accommodation

This section (Glashieburn data) and 5.2.8 are not comparable. The data in 5.1.8 are not actual
figures. The data in 5.2.8 for Middleton Park are actual figures. How can 24 areas be identified for
Glashieburn as teaching spaces when this is not the current layout of the school and no
configuration has been identified yet. See comment above for Page 23, Section 4.1, paragraph 3 –
detailed design of enabling works.

Page 28, Section 5.1.9 – Site Map Glashieburn

This map is misleading. It is unclear from this map where Glashieburn’s playground / playing field
ends. Please provide another map clearly illustrating this.

Page 30, Section 5.1.11 – Total teaching entitlement

How has the figure 16.14 been derived? Does this include the base children?

Page 30, Section 5.1.15, paragraph 3 – Milestones

Who sets the milestones detailed in this paragraph, how are they tracked and therefore how
meaningful are they?

Page 31, Section 5.1.16 – QI assessment

If schools evaluate themselves then how meaningful are the results? Surely the best approach
would be for an independent body to evaluate and assess this.

Page 32, Section 5.1.17 – Glashieburn HMI Inspection Report

The link in the report for the last Glashieburn HMI Inspection report does not work.

When reviewing the Glashieburn HMI Inspection report and trying to compare it with the last
Middleton Park HMI inspection report on the council website this could not be done as the format
and findings were graded completely differently. This may be due to the fact that Glashieburn’s last
report was in 2009 and there has not been an HMI inspection at Middleton Park since 2003 for the
school and 2006 for the nursery. If there is comparable data please provide.

Page 32, Section 5.1.18 – Other Achievements and Opportunities

How do the opportunities at Glashieburn compare with those already offered at Middleton Park?

Page 32, Section 5.1.19 – Attendance and Absence

Middleton parks absence rate is 3.2% whilst Glashieburn’s is higher at 4%. In Burst Primary this will
increase again due to lots of children being squeezed in and tightly packed together. Germs breed
and multiply in this type of environment. Surely this cannot be of benefit to our children.

Page 32, Section 5.1.21 - Condition

Is this amalgamation viable based on the suitability of the Glashieburn building?



Please provide a copy of the evaluations and weightings for each element in the condition survey as I
have been unable to source this data on the council website.

Page 33, Section 5.1.22 - Suitability

Please explain why Glashieburn’s suitability has changed from C to B?

What changes have been made to Glashieburn that have allowed this change to happen?

Can you provide the overall rating matrix for Glashieburn showing the breakdown of all 25 elements
that have resulted in Glashieburn’s C classification changing to a B.? Please also provide a
breakdown of the changes made for each element.

Page 35, Section 5.2.8, paragraph 4 – Site plan and accommodation

The accommodation breakdown for Middleton Park is not comparable with that of Glashieburn’s.
See earlier comment on Page 27, Section 5.1.8 – site plan and accommodation.

Page 36, Section 5.2.9 – Year group breakdown

There are 2 x primary 6 classes detailed in this report for Middleton Park and no primary 7 class.
Please amend.

Page 37, Table 5 and Graph 3 – Actual and projected pupil numbers for Middleton Park School
including Grandhome development

The table and the graph do not correspond with each other for 2018 onwards. The table shows a
drop and the graph shows a rise – please amend.

Page 38, Graph 4 – Actual and projected pupil numbers for Middleton Park School excluding
Grandhome development

Why have no tables been provided to support this graph? Please provide.

Does the capacity of Middleton Park School include the Porta Cabins?? Removal of the cabins would
result in our school being closer to the roll if Grandhome development re-zoned.

Page 38, Section 5.2.10 – Deprivation

Where are the areas of deprivation within the Middleton Park school catchment area?

Page 39, Section 5.2.11, Building Use

Will the current Middleton Park lets be moved to Burst Primary or will this revenue be lost?

What let’s do Glashieburn currently have?

What after school clubs / activities do Glashieburn currently have and what plans would there be for
Burst Primary.



Page 39, Section 5.2.13, paragraph 1 – Curriculum

This paragraph does not make sense.

Page 39, Section 5.2.14, Educational Attainment

As per comments for page 30, Section 5.1.15, paragraph 3 – Milestones

Page 40, Section 5.2.15, Support for school improvement

As per comments for page 31, Section 5.1.16 – QI assessment.

How does the table in 5.2.15 compare with that of the Middleton Park school improvement plan?
The school improvement plan details figures for ratings and the table illustrates good / satisfactory.

Page 44, Section 6.1, Paragraph 5 – Long term strategy

The proposal for both our schools does not provide the basis for setting out a long term strategy for
the school estate in Aberdeen as we will be squeezed into an old building (thus the name Burst
Primary). This will not create the most beneficial and positive learning environment for our children
and young people.

Page 45, Paragraph 2 – Current rolls / excess capacity

The Glashieburn roll detailed in this paragraph does not correspond with the roll detailed in Table 9,
on page 46 and Table 10 on page 47 of your report.

The current roll data does not include nursery however nursery children, who the council said 100
would be accommodated at a recent public meeting, would bring the excess capacity down to 130
and this excess capacity is currently spread across 2 schools.

Glashieburn only has a capacity of 460 (new capacity as detailed in this report) therefore if you
calculate the excess capacity based on one school there is none! Middleton Park = 168, Glashieburn
= 261, Nursery = 100. 168 + 261 + 100 = 529.

In the morning Burst Primary roll would be 529 – 40 (Nursery pm pupils) = 489 (over capacity)

In the afternoon Burst Primary roll would be 529 – 60 (Nursery am pupils) = 469 (over capacity)

This clearly illustrates that although there may be 130 unfilled spaces across both schools in 2013,
the Glashieburn building is not capable of taking all children.

Page 45, 6.1.2, Table 7 – Housing completions

Where are the 30 houses coming from within Glashieburn zone in 2014/2015? How many children
per household have been considered for Burst Primary?

Page 46, paragraph 1 – Ratio

Where has the ratio of 0.35 pupils per unit been derived from?



Page 46, Table 9, Page 47, Table 10 – Projected Rolls

When projecting roll figures how many children per household have been considered. For new
builds the ratio may be different. Have the council considered the age of the houses in Bridge of
Don and the fact that the next generation are now moving into the area.

Nursery children have not been considered within the body of this report when calculating
combined projected roll for Burst primary. This is unfair as the combined projected figures are
misleading. There will be 100 nursery children to accommodate on top of the combined figures
detailed in Table 10. 60 in the morning and 40 in the afternoon. This will push the combined figure
over the new capacity (460) of the amalgamated school.

Page 47, final paragraph - Alterations

Minor alterations cannot accommodate this volume of extra children. What minor alterations can
accommodate 181 P1 to P7 children and 40 nursery children as per your predicted rolls for
Middleton Park table 10, page 47.

Minor alteration details should have formed part of the body of this report in order to allow
informed decision regarding the amalgamation.

Page 48, Paragraph 2 - Reconfiguration

Minor reconfiguration is not sufficient to accommodate an extra 181 Primary 1 to Primary 7 children
(taken from Table 10 of your report) and 40 nursery children (not considered in your report). Based
on plans presented at a recent public meeting it is clear that this would remove key areas of space
currently provided in Glashieburn school such as library, wet areas, computer rooms etc reducing
flexible learning opportunities and creating an environment whereby it will be extremely difficult to
learn due to lack of space (noise, heat, disruption).

Page 48, paragraph 5 - Space

Please define ample space? Is there a basic standard the council must adhere to?

Page 49, Table 11 – Financial savings

Cost seems to be the only logical reason for this proposal and driver for the change. This is entirely
unacceptable. Can you explain if cost is not the key driver then what is?

Page 49, Table 12 – Condition and Suitability Evaluations

As per earlier comments.

Page 50, Suitability, Paragraph 4

Glashieburn’s suitability rating has changed from a C to a B however will an amalgamated school be
capable of delivering a B classification?



Page 50, Section 6.4 – Educational considerations

How will staff levels and lack of teaching space at Burst Primary affect attainment levels? What
plans are in place to ensure attainment levels remain the same / improve?

Page 51, Section 6.5.2, paragraph 4 – Feedback from informal engagement

A new building in the correct location would be been well received by the community however
squeezing our children into Burst Primary is not a viable or acceptable option. The council did not
listen to the views of the people during the informal engagement as if they had we would in a
completely different position.

Page 51, Section 6.6, paragraph 5 – School travelling routes

Living in the Buckie’s any potential health benefits I may have had from walking to school with my
children will now be removed due to the need to take the car. This is too far for my nursery child to
walk and would take too long. Children have limits and my youngest child’s limit is as I approach the
Middleton Park boundary. I will now need to take the car every day therefore this statement is
entirely incorrect.

Page 52, Section 6.7, paragraph 1 – Equality of provision

Your report states that by educating all children in the same school, there is greater opportunity for
equality of provision. There will be no equality across the ASG or the city as Burst Primary will have
the worst conditions and as a result this will have a negative impact on our children’s education.

Page 52, Section 6.7, paragraph 2 – Safe travel

Arrangements for safe travel to school should have been embedded within your report in order to
allow an informed decision regarding amalgamation.

Page 54, Section 7.1, paragraph 2 – Improved educational experience

Due to lack of space Burst Primary cannot deliver on this statement. The facility would not be
appropriate, nor would it be capable of delivering a high quality, wide and relevant curriculum.

Page 54, Section 7.1, paragraph 3 – Enhanced curriculum

Is the statement within this paragraph demonstrable / verifiable – please provide evidence that
curriculum is enhanced within larger schools of this standard and at bursting point.

Page 54, Section 7.1, paragraph 5 – Enhanced opportunities

Please provide details of what additional enhanced opportunities there will be for gifted / talented
pupils in Burst Primary compared to those already offered at both schools.

Page 54, Section 7.1, paragraph 6 – Highest quality learning experience

Please explain how the commitments made within this paragraph will be delivered in a school that is
bursting at the seams.



Page 54, Section 7.1, paragraph 7 – Ethos

The Ethos at Middleton Park primary is currently excellent. Please explain how you can improve
upon this in an amalgamated school.

Page 55, Section 7.2, paragraph 4 – additional benefits

How many staff will there be at Burst Primary, how will they be divided up and will all needs be met
(including special needs / base children).

Page 56, paragraph 2 – Flexible areas

Please describe where flexible areas for investigative work and active learning will be in Burst
Primary.

Page 56, paragraph 4 – Enhanced facilities

This statement cannot be correct. Please describe the enhanced facilities that will result in a higher
quality learning experience at Burst Primary.

Page 56, paragraph 5 – Flexible / non standard spaces

Please describe what is meant by flexible and non-standard spaces of different dimensions and
configuration. Does this essentially mean squeezed in and using corridors as classrooms?

Page 56, Section 7.4, paragraph 2 – Curriculum for excellence

Please provide rationale and provide details to support the statement made in this paragraph stating
that children within an amalgamated school will have better opportunities to experience the
curriculum than if the schools remain separate.

Page 57 – Curriculum for excellence

The statements regarding delivering greater opportunities to deliver curriculum for excellence on
this page are not justified and can be achieved whether or not they are in the same building. This
kind of sharing of information etc is currently achieved perfectly well within the Oldmachar ASG and
due to current technology and regular meetings this is easily possible.

Page 58, Paragraph 4 – Increased range of educational experiences

Your report states that the learning and teaching as well as play resources at Middleton Park will be
added to those at Glashieburn, again increasing the range of educational experiences which staff can
use to engage with pupils however will there be space for this in Burst Primary?

Page 58, Paragraph 8 – Attendance

The statement made in this paragraph is unproven and guess work.

Page 60, Section 7.7, paragraph 5 – Staff

What will happen to those in other senior leadership positions i.e. deputy heads?



Page 62, Section 7.10, paragraph 3 – Extra Curricular Opportunities

In an amalgamated school there may be greater pupil numbers to form the groups but you need
staff or in the example of football teams (parents) to head up the groups and this is often the
stumbling block.

What do Glashieburn have that Middleton Park don’t?

Page 63, Section 7.11, paragraph 3 - Staff

Is this an automatic transfer or will the staff be required to apply for positions?

Page 63, Section 7.12, paragraph 1 – Learning Environment

Will the learning environment at Glashieburn still be as flexible when Burst Primary is formed?

Page 63, section 7.12, paragraph 3 – reconfiguration of Glashieburn School

Reconfiguration plans should have been embedded in this document in order to make an informed
decision regarding the proposed amalgamation. What does minor reconfiguration mean?

Page 64, Section 7.13, paragraph 3 – Middleton Park capacity

Middleton Park will only exceed capacity in 2018 if Grandhome development is not re-zoned.

Page 64, Section 7.13, paragraph 4 – additional accommodation option Middleton Park

If re-zoning of Grandhome estate does not proceed then why can’t the pupils from that estate be
accommodated in Forehill primary school as it has spare capacity and it would be a much safer route
for the children travelling to school.

Page 64, Section 7.13, paragraph 5 – re-zoning Grandhome to Danestone

This is an entirely unacceptable solution to expect primary age children to cross a main trunk road to
get to school every day. Zoning part of Middleton Park has been considered for Danestone in the
past however it was considered too unsafe. What has changed?

Further crossings will cause increased congestion to an already problematic road.

Page 64, Section 7.13, paragraph 7 – Middleton park ability to accommodate pupils

Please clarify what significant issues relate to Middleton parks ability to contribute to
accommodating pupils in a manner that meets the local authority’s statutory duty.

Page 68, Section 8, paragraph 1 – Increased capacity glashieburn

How can Glashieburn primary accommodate 460 children?

Please provide details of alterations required to accommodate this increase from the current
capacity of 420 to the increased capacity of 460.



Page 68, Section 8.1, bullet 1 – increased flexible learning space

How can this commitment be fulfilled for Burst Primary in a school with a severe lack of space.

Page 68, Section 8.1, bullet 2 – Base

The reason Middleton Park does not have a base is because the base for the ASG is in Glashieburn.
The base space will need to be reduced due to lack of space in Burst Primary therefore this is not a
selling point and extremely upsetting and damaging for the children involved. Their needs have not
been considered in this report.

Page 68, Section 8.1 – Accommodation and facilities

Can you provide details on how you will provide provision for all other elements identified in section
8.1 including storage facilities, assembly, internal and external physical education, offices, library,
dining and external areas including playgrounds and car parking?

Can the hall for assembly accommodate all children together?

How many children can the internal and external space accommodate for physical education and
how many hours of physical education per week will the children benefit from at Burst primary?

How does this vary to that already offered at the 2 schools individually?

Where will the library go and will it be large enough to accommodate the increase in children and
their needs?

Both halls are currently being used for lunch in Glashieburn – how would you propose to deal with
the increased number of children in Burst Primary?

Would all children be allowed access to the playground together during break and lunch and how
many children can the space accommodate?

Children will suffer as a result of reduced external space to play from what they currently have at
both schools.

Car parking at Glashieburn is a major issue and congestion is likely to occur due to increased
numbers of parents taking their car.

How do you propose to deal with this?

Page 71, Appendix 1, Section 1.2 Middleton Park School catchment

Why has 2010 / 2011 and not more current data been used in this section.

Page 72, Appendix 1, Section 1.3. Glashieburn School catchment

As above why has 2010 / 2011 dataset been used when you have access to more recent data?



Page 73, Table 2.2

Age and weather would factor into the time difference between Middleton Park and Glashieburn
walking commute times.

Have the council considered whether there are appropriate routes and school access for those with
pushchairs / disabilities.

Page 75, Section 3, Bullet 1 – School rolls

The calculations here are incorrect.

Glashieburn Primary school has 321 pupils not 242 as stated in your summary.

Middleton Park school has 208 pupils not 206 as stated in your summary.

Page 75, Section 3, Bullet 2 – out of zone children

Will those out of zone children attending both schools still be able to attend Burst Primary? Burst
Primary will be at bursting point therefore the likelihood of siblings for out of zone children getting
into the school are slim. How do you propose to deal with this?

Page 75, Section 3, Bullet 8 – walking times

How was the extra 7 minutes calculated?

My son is tired upon arrival at Middleton Park therefore the extra 7 minutes would push him over
the edge leaving me with no choice but to take the car should the amalgamation occur.

The council’s strategy of having bigger schools with wider catchment areas contradicts their strategy
to encourage walking to school as the increased distance takes this choice away.

Page 75, Section 3, Final paragraph– increased traffic

A risk assessment due to increased traffic accessing Glashieburn School should have been
undertaken before proposals were published and detailed in this report. Having read this document
I worry that this would be more of a concern if the schools amalgamate into Burst Primary.

I would appreciate it if you could reply to me by addressing each point separately ensuring a full and
thorough response to all questions, issues and comments raised.

I look forward to hearing from you in due course.

Sheila Lang

Middleton Park Primary Parent





























Helena Ziegler
56 Newburgh Crescent

Bridge of Don
Aberdeen AB22 8SU

ziegler92@btinternet.com / h.ziegler@abdn.ac.uk

Glashieburn & Middleton Park Consultation
Education, Culture and Sport
Aberdeen City Council
Business Hub 13, Second Floor North
Marischal College
Broad Street
Aberdeen AB10 1AB
schoolestate@aberdeencity.gov.uk

6 October 2013

Dear Sir/Madam:

I am writing in relation to the proposed closure of Middleton Park and Glashieburn Schools, and
the subsequent formation of a new amalgamated primary school within the existing Glashieburn
building. I am a parent of two current Glashieburn pupils and one former pupil who is now at
Old Machar Academy.

I would like to state in no uncertain terms that I am strongly against this proposal and I
seriously question many, if not all, of the arguments supporting it as outlined in the Public
Consultation Document.

I am concerned by multiple aspects of the proposal. Having attended two of the public
consultation sessions and read the Public Consultation Document with its many errors, typos,
inaccuracies and obvious “cut and paste” sections from the Torry-Kincorth document, my
primary concerns are the following:

1) The drastic reduction in internal space per pupil resulting from the cramming of the
expected 430 pupils (2013 rolls for both schools combined) into the new school.

This building was suitable for its official capacity of 420 when it was built over 30 years
ago. However, it cannot support a pupil roll of 420 (or 430) under Curriculum for
Excellence and the teaching and learning environment which is required for CfE.
Modifications to the physical space as outlined in the proposal document are “sticking
plaster” solutions “on the cheap” and will not address the absolute lack of internal space
for 430 pupils or the even higher number of 460 pupils as proposed by Council officials
in public hearings. Covering of courtyards and removing internal walls will not provide
the pupils with the space they need. These numbers do not even include the sizeable
nursery provision. The only solution to this is to build an entirely new school, along the
lines of the excellent Braehead School (which incidentally has 3 times the internal space
per pupil of the proposed merged school!).
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2) The lack of outdoor playground space within the Glashieburn boundaries for the
anticipated 430 pupils.

It is my understanding that the current playground / outdoor areas for Glashieburn
School already fall far short of the Government statutory requirements for outdoor
space. Indeed, my own children comment regularly on the fact that the playground is
crowded. When the weather conditions result in the grass being “out of bounds” to the
pupils (because it is muddy / slippery), all of the children are expected to remain on the
tarmac area. The current school roll finds this difficult to achieve; imagine adding
another 200 pupils to this crowded area! The Consultation Document gives a very false
representation of the outdoor space at Glashieburn (p28) by not clearly showing the
fenced boundary of the outdoor space, thereby giving an impression that there is more
space available. The fact that Glashieburn is entirely surrounded by housing and the
roughly treed area of the “Glashie Burn” means that there is no possibility for expanding
the outdoor space to accommodate 420, 430 or 460 pupils! The closest playing fields that
children could use for sports and team games would be those at Old Machar Academy,
approximately ½ mile away. This would seem to undermine society’s current focus on
encouraging physical activity amongst young people.

3) The negative impact on the learning and working environment of the children within the
proposed school as a result of inadequate facilities because of the significantly larger
pupil roll.

Council officials have proposed covering courtyards and removing internal walls as a way
of conjuring up more space for the added 200 pupils. Removal of the courtyards would
take away the only natural light to some areas and would eliminate a valuable teaching
resource used by the ASN Base and in science teaching across the school. Glashieburn is
already an open-concept school; removing even some of the few existing internal walls
would make the space unworkable, noisier and more distracting for pupils. Curriculum
for Excellence expects that pupils be engaged in diverse and active learning activities, not
solely sitting silently at tables listening to teachers talk. Having volunteered in
Glashieburn as a parent helper and library assistant, I am very concerned about the
renovations proposed in this plan. The school library does not appear to survive the re-
design; neither does the ICT suite. The cloakrooms are already crowded and difficult for
pupils to navigate every day, more so during inclement weather. The plan to bring 200
extra pupils includes no improved or additional toilet facilities, in a school where
anecdotal evidence states that some pupils currently prefer to wait until they go home to
toilet! Currently, pupils at Glashieburn must queue for hot dinners and the packed lunch
hall is likewise very busy. Adding 200 pupils to this environment will require even more
staggered lunches, with the increased likelihood of pupils not getting their dinner choices
and a reduction in the amount of time spent outside at lunch getting fresh air and
exercise. The 2 gym halls at Glashieburn are currently used extensively for a variety of
activities: PE classes (2 hours per week for each pupil as required by government), whole
school assemblies, as well as drama and music performances. Once again, trying to
accommodate a further 200 pupils into these spaces would be difficult, if not impossible
in the case of a whole school assembly.

4) The apparent oversight of Aberdeen City Council to conduct a risk assessment of the
proposed merger in advance of the consultation, to determine whether the proposal is
even a viable option from a Health & Safety point of view.
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I am significantly concerned that a risk assessment of the proposed merger has not yet
been undertaken by Aberdeen City Council, and that the proposal has gone to
Consultation without this. The proposal to add 200 extra pupils into a 30+ year old
building will require extensive renovations and “re-jigging” of basic school activities such
as PE class, lunches, and assemblies. A risk assessment of the impact of all of these
changes is a must. I am particularly concerned about fire safety within the new merged
school with 430+ pupils, especially as my children have been evacuated several times
because of fires in the building.

5) The increased safety concerns for the entire neighbourhood around Glashieburn with
more children trying to get to the site, either on foot or being driven to school, and no
obvious ways to mitigate against these concerns within the current physical site.

The proposed document does not make any mention of how the City will ensure that the
streets around Glashieburn can cope with the extra pupils attending the merged school.
Currently, a significant proportion of pupils walk to Glashieburn. As a parent, I am
comfortable with this and feel the journey to school is as safe as one could expect.
However, the enlarged catchment area for the new school will necessarily mean more
parents driving their children to school, especially those living in the farthest corners of
the catchment with smaller children. There are no suitable roads around the school for
drop-off parking and the main road, Jesmond Drive, is very busy. More cars circling the
streets looking for a place to stop and drop-off children will mean traffic problems and
increased safety concerns for the children who continue to walk to school.

6) The Consultation Document does not convince me in any way that the proposed
merger meets the Government requirement that there must be an educational benefit
for the children involved. Indeed, the proposed merger will, in my opinion, seriously
undermine the abilities of the teaching staff to support the children in their learning.

All these points outlined above show that the claim that this proposed merger will bring
educational benefits to the children is simply absurd. As such, this proposal should not
be pursued any further.

The obvious options in place of this proposal – re-drawing the catchment boundaries for
Bridge of Don or building a new school – should be seriously considered instead.

Sincerely,

Helena Ziegler
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To whom it may concern,

Please find attached a list of all the alterations that should have been made prior to the public release
in the consultation document regarding the proposed closure of Middleton Park and Glashieburn
Schools to establish an amalgamated school within the existing Glashieburn building and campus.
I would like to say that I was baffled at the quality of the whole document which I believe is
supposed to have been written by professionals dealing with education ! One would think it would
have been proof-read ! Unfortunately it doesn’t seem to be the case as the document is full of
grammatical mistakes, omitted words, sentences which don’t make sense, non-consistent figures,
misleading graphs, etc.., etc…!
Please note the following statements have been taken from the public consultation document sent to
both parent councils on Monday 26th August, which was supposed to be the final version !!!!
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2.6 FinancialConsiderations

The main driver for this proposal is not financial. It provides a solution to a changing
situation which results in the provision of suitable and efficient accommodation for
pupils across the whole the area.
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3.1.1 Detailed proposals

the existing Middleton Park and Brimmond Schools’ catchment areas will be varied to
create the first phase of a new zone within the proposed development at Grandhome
Estate. This element will be fully implemented when the first school within the
Grandhome development is delivered. This is dependent upon the delivery of the
development but is likely to be August, 2016.

pupils from the early phases of the development at Grandhome estate will be
accommodated at Danestone Primary School, until the first new school is delivered in the
development;
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Map 1: Existing catchment areas – Oldmachar ASG showing

Glashieburn School and Middleton Park School zones.
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Map 2: Proposed new catchment area: Amalgamation of existing
Glashieburn School and MiddletonPark School zones and re-
zoning of Grandhome to Bucksburn. Comment [KS5]: Again on one hand

proposal says Grandhome children will be
re-zoned for Danestone and in this map
says they will be re-zoned for Bucksburn-
No scale input on this map
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ï The Grandhome development is removed (pupils will be zoned to one of the new

schools), is relatively small and decreasing. It would be the second lowest of all non-
denominational schools by 2015.
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5.1.8 Site plan and Accommodation

2 gyms, one of which is also used for dining
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5.2.9 Pupil Population

There were 168 pupils, distributed by year group as

P1 – 24
P2 – 33
P3 – 30
P4 – 15
P5 – 23
P6 – 21
P6 – 22
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Table 5: Actual (March 2013) and Projected Pupil Numbers (2013-2020):
Middleton Park School, 2012-based census projections

Actual Projected PupilNumbers

March 2013 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

180 179 181 184 180 183 178 171 169
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as per this table



Graph 3: Actual (March 2013) and projected pupil numbers (2013- 2020):
Middleton Park School

Roll

Capacity

As can be seen from the Graph 3, the capacity of Middleton Park will be exceeded by school
session 2018-19. This is due to significant housing developments in the existing Middleton
Park School catchment area, in particular the proposed development at Grandhome estate.
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5.2.13 Curriculum

In common with all other schools in Aberdeen, Middleton Park School is currently its
approaches to implementing the 3-18 curriculum, ‘A Curriculum for Excellence.’
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5.2.20 Condition

A condition survey of Middleton Park School was undertaken during July, 2013 to assess the
condition of the building fabric and the associated services.
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5.2.21 Suitability

A moderated suitability survey of Middleton Park School was undertaken during August, 2013 to
assess the suitability of the building and the associated areas for the delivery of Curriculum for
Excellence.
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The current rolls of the two schools are
Glashieburn School 261

Middleton Park School 168

Total 429 (at

August, 2013)

There is significant excess capacity at both schools, a total of 230 pupil places being unfilled at August 2013.
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Table 10: Glashieburn, Middleton Park and Combined Rolls with additional pupils
fromGrandhomezonedtoDanestone,2012-based census figures

This can be achieved by implementing a number of alternative options will be identified and
these shared with parents/carers and staff if the proposal progresses.
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The school will be able to accommodate the number of estimated under this proposal and provide
more than ample spaces for general purpose use.
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In terms of these core Quality Indicators, both schools have identified scope for improvement in all areas. This
proposal can provide a catalyst for the schools continuing their journey from good to great in terms their
performance and that of their pupils.
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8. The amalgamated school

There are various approaches to e-configuring the accommodation at Glashieburn to make more
efficient and effective use of the available space.
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1.2 Middleton Park School

For the 2010-2011 session at Middleton Park School there were 166 pupils with an additional 40
nursery pupils,
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1.3 Glashieburn Primary school

According to September 2011 figures there were 242 pupils in attendance at Glashieburn Primary
School
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2.2 Walk distances

For this, we have worked on the basis that the average walking pace with children is 25 minutes per mile.

Table 2.1- Example travel distances for pupils travelling from Middleton Park
Catchment to both schools

Street Walk distance to
Middleton Park

Walk distance to
Glashieburn

Difference

A Valentine Drive and
Jesmond Avenue

0.8 miles 1.1 miles +0.3 miles

B MiddletonCrescent and
Middleton Circle

0.5 miles 1.0 miles +0.5 miles

C Slains Lane 0.4 miles 0.5 miles +0.1 miles
D Foveran Street 0.3 miles 0.4 miles +0.1 miles
E Middleton Road and

Jesmond Drive
0.3 miles 0.7 miles +0.4 miles

F Whitestripes Path 0.2 miles 0.7 miles +0.5 miles

Table 2.2- Example average walking times for pupils travelling from Middleton
Park Catchment to both schools

Street Average walking
time to Middleton

Park

Average walking
time to Glashieburn

Difference

A Valentine Drive and
Jesmond Avenue

15 minutes 22 minutes +7 minutes

B MiddletonCrescent and
Middleton Circle

10 minutes 17 minutes +7 minutes

C Slains Lane 8 minutes 9 minutes +1 minute
D Foveran Street 6 minutes 7 minutes +1 minute
E Middleton Road and

Jesmond Drive
5 minutes 13 minutes +8 minutes

F Whitestripes Path 4 minutes 12 minutes +8 minutes
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3. Summar

1. Glashieburn Primary School has 242 pupils and Middleton Park School has 206 pupils,
including nursery pupils.
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